Renfrew Athletic trainer’s tapes are designed to keep top athletes in the game and provide the support they need for peak performance. Our products are manufactured using an adhesive calendaring process that applies more adhesive than competitive products and anchors it securely to the backing. This method of manufacturing results in products that offer the increased adhesion and performance required to meet the demands of serious athletes competing under intense conditions. Whether it’s helping prevent injuries from occurring or providing support for existing injuries, Renfrew Athletic trainer’s tapes help keep athletes off the bench and on the field.
Renfrew Athletic trainer’s tapes are designed to keep top athletes in the game and provide the support they need for peak performance. Our products are manufactured using an adhesive calendering process that applies more adhesive than competitive products and anchors it securely to the backing. This method of manufacturing results in products that offer the increased adhesion and performance required to meet the demands of serious athletes competing under intense conditions. Whether it’s helping prevent injuries from occurring or providing support for existing injuries, Renfrew Athletic trainer’s tapes help keep athletes off the bench and on the field.
RenKon® 208 Heavyweight Elastic Stretch Tape

RenKon 208 Heavyweight Elastic Stretch Tape is a narrow-woven cotton cloth, coated with a porous zinc oxide-impregnated rubber adhesive that provides excellent adhesion and easy unwind. The soft edges of the narrow-weave cloth provide increased comfort for the athlete. RenKon is ideal for injury prevention and compression management.

- 100% high-twist cotton yarns for maximum conformability and consistent stretch
- Porous adhesive provides breathable properties
- Fast and easy unwind
- Narrow-weave cloth provides soft edges and increased comfort
- Tan colored with red centerline

For more information, contact us at:
1-800-542-9715
athletics@scapana.com
www.renfrewathletics.com
RenLite® 209 Lightweight Stretch Tape

RenLite 209 Lightweight Stretch Tape is a highly conformable cotton cloth, coated with a porous zinc oxide-impregnated rubber adhesive that provides secure adhesion and easy unwind. The product’s high tensile strength results in maximum support and makes it an ideal product for injury prevention and directional support.

- Highly conformable cotton cloth
- Porous adhesive provides breathable properties
- High tensile strength provides maximum support
- Fast and easy unwind
- Easy tear and no-slip grip for high-speed taping

For more information, contact us at:
1-800-542-9715
athletics@scapana.com
www.renfrewathletics.com
RenFlex ET™ 205 is a breathable cohesive fabric athletic trainer’s tape used for the prevention and treatment of sports-related injuries. RenFlex tears easily by hand and sticks to itself, which allows for easier application and longer-lasting wraps. Wraps may be tightened or loosened after application without compromising performance. The breathable, sweat and water-resistant fabric provides excellent support and remains comfortably in place without slipping or becoming loose.

Available colors:
- Blue
- Red
- Yellow
- Black
- White

For more information, contact us at:
1-800-542-9715
athletics@scapana.com
www.renfrewathletics.com
Renfrew PFT™ 210
Patella-femoral Tape

Renfrew PFT 210 Patella-femoral Tape is a heavy-duty cotton/rayon cloth, coated with an aggressive zinc oxide-impregnated rubber adhesive. The high-tensile rigid cloth provides maximum support and limits extreme ranges of motion, while the porous adhesive provides breathability.

- Strong rigid cloth for maximum support
- Aggressive adhesive ensures tape stays in place for the duration of activity
- High-tensile cloth limits motion
- Pinked edges for easy tearing and high-speed taping

For more information, contact us at:
1-800-542-9715
athletics@scapana.com
www.renfrewathletics.com
RenPro 188 Professional Athletic Trainer’s Tape

RenPro 188 Professional Athletic Trainer’s Tape is a premium bleached cotton cloth coated with a zinc oxide-impregnated rubber adhesive. This full-featured athletic trainer’s tape is specially formulated to meet the demands of professional athletes and deliver top performance under intense conditions.

- Bleached cotton cloth
- Strong zinc oxide-impregnated rubber adhesive
- Resists failure caused by moisture
- Consistent unwind
- Easy tear for speed-wrapping

For more information, contact us at:
1-800-542-9715
athletics@scapana.com
www.renfrewathletics.com
Renfrew 106 Foam Pre-wrap

Renfrew 106 Foam Pre-wrap is a lightweight foam under-wrap that provides additional comfort for the athlete and facilitates easy removal of all athletics trainer’s tapes.

- “Open-cell” polyurethane foam provides breathability
- Absorbent foam keeps moisture from outer wrap

Available in seven colors:
Red, Purple, Orange, Brown, Blue, Yellow and Pink.
Rugged Protection...

**ProLite™ 201 Non-bleached Athletic Trainer’s Tape**

ProLite 201 Non-bleached Athletic Trainer’s Tape is an unbleached cotton cloth, coated with a zinc oxide-impregnated rubber adhesive. This cost-effective alternative to bleached tapes delivers all the performance and characteristics required of a professional athletic trainer’s tape without the added costs involved in bleaching.

- Natural unbleached cotton cloth
- Strong zinc oxide-impregnated rubber adhesive
- Resists failure caused by moisture
- Fully functional cost-effective alternative to bleached tapes

**Renfrew 287 Non-bleached Athletic Trainer’s Tape**

Renfrew 287 is an unbleached polyester/cotton blended cloth, coated with a zinc oxide-impregnated rubber adhesive. This durable and cost-effective alternative to bleached tapes delivers all the performance and characteristics required of a professional athletic trainer’s tape without the added costs involved in bleaching.

For more information, contact us at:
1-800-542-9715
athletics@scapana.com
www.renfrewathletics.com
Polyflex Supplemental Support Tapes are hand-tearable polyethylene tapes used to enhance the support provided by standard athletic trainer’s tapes. They’re ideal for treating high ankle sprains and other injuries requiring a high level of support. Featuring a very aggressive, moisture-resistant adhesive system, Polyflex products should be applied over a base layer of tape or pre-wrap, but never directly onto the skin. Formulated to provide limited stretch and memory, they provide maximum support compared to cloth and alternative elastic products, while helping prevent failures caused by moisture.

- Conformable polyethylene film provides exceptional stretch, memory, and support without being bulky
- Aggressive adhesive system
- Resists failures caused by moisture
- Easily torn by hand

For more information, contact us at:
1-800-542-9715
athletics@scapana.com
www.renfrewathletics.com
Renfrew 174 Jersey Tape

Renfrew 174 Jersey Tape is a woven cotton cloth, double coated with an aggressive natural rubber adhesive. The product is used by athletes to secure game jerseys to underlying padding. The adhesive used on our 174 jersey tape provides good shear resistance, which prevents slippage and keeps the jersey securely attached. It also leaves no residue upon removal, keeping the surface of the padding clean after prolonged and frequent usage. 174 is supplied on an easy-release polyethylene liner for quick and easy application.

Renfrew 136 Wrestling Mat Tape

Renfrew 136 Wrestling Mat Tape is a heavy-duty polyethylene tape used for seaming and securing wrestling mats. Its tough backing resists tears and withstands the stresses of intense use over extended periods, and its rubber adhesive bonds extremely well to mat surfaces. The product is very conformable and its excellent tear characteristics make it easy to apply and ideal for securing the outer edges of the mat without curling.

For more information, contact us at:
1-800-542-9715
athletics@scapana.com
www.renfrewathletics.com
Professional Athletic Trainer’s Tapes